
Chapter 3597

Bang, bang, bang!

The Indians wasted no time pulling the trigger at Harvey.

Bullets were all over the place; everywhere was covered in fog and smoke.

Anyone else would’ve turned into colanders at this point.

“Look out!” Elanor exclaimed instinctively.

Harvey pushed Elanor’s body to the corner of the VIP room.

At the same time, he twisted his body before charging straight ahead.

After dodging every single bullet, he jumped in front of the Indians and beat them up.

Slap, slap, slap!

Loud slaps could be heard as the Indians were all sent flying. They were all unconscious when they fell to the ground. Nobody
knew whether they were dead or alive…
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‘So strong!’

‘So dominant!”

The bodyguards of the Bauer family were shocked silly at the sight.

They didn’t expect Harvey to actually be this terrifying!

Harvey instantly sent the experts flying with ease.

‘Is this guy invincible?”

Elanor was shivering in fear before Harvey walked over and slowly caressed her head; she managed to calm down quite a bit.
The bodyguards narrowed their eyes at the sight.

After ten minutes or so, Elanor returned to normal after taking a few deep breaths.

Everything happened in a span of thirty seconds, but Elanor had been dancing with death constantly.
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If it weren’t for Harvey’s swift reaction, she would’ve turned into minced meat.

Even Elanor, who seemed usually distant, felt extremely grateful toward Harvey. Now, murderous intent colored her eyes.

“Why are the Indians here?”

“Who are they coming for?”

“Someone explain this to me!”

“How did none of you see them show up in this range?!”

“Do you think I hired you just so you could slack off?!” Elanor yelled at the bodyguards.

Harvey looked at what happened with great curiosity; at first, the Indians seemed like they came after Harvey…

But nobody knew exactly what the truth was.

“Fifth Mistress, these Indians said they wanted to rent a venue nearby for training.”

A bodyguard with a buzzcut walked out. He slammed his knees to the ground as he spoke.

“The guests were too scared to come after someone killed one of our bulls! The business here was plummeting!”

“That was why I rented them a venue to cover the losses.”

“I didn’t think that they were actually planning to kill you!”

“This was all my fault! I deserve death!”

“I really didn’t mean to do any of this. I was only trying to help!”



“Please, give me a chance!”

The bodyguard started groveling, desperately hoping for Elanor’s forgiveness. It was a miserable sight.

“You took their money, didn’t you?” Harvey asked before Elanor could even say a word.

“The Indians knew I’d be here sooner or later.”

“You know that too. That was why you ratted me out.”

“It wouldn’t be too bad if you only got me into this, but it’s a little inappropriate if you get the Fifth Mistress hurt as well, wouldn’t
it?”
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In Chapter 3597   of the Harvey York’s Rise to Power series, two characters Harry and Mandy are having

misunderstandings that make their love fall into a deadlock... Will this Chapter 3597  author A Potato-Loving Wolf mention
any details. Follow Chapter 3597  and the latest episodes of this series at Novelxo.com.
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